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Model based multi-tier & multi-platform application generation By Javier Hernandez



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY As the Object Management Group [10] states in its Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [11] initiative, a key success factor in software development should be separation of business and application logic from implementation platform. Existing platforms evolve quickly and new ones appear, so we need our application definition far from implementation details. This will allow us an easy migration from one platform/technology to another one, even more if we have tools that help us in such a process. OlivaNova Model Execution products [9] were conceived with these ideas in mind, even before the MDA initiative. Applications are specified with object-oriented formal models, which are used to generate, in an automatic manner, the full application in the lastest multi-tier plattforms. Starting from a conceptual model, in a few minutes, we can see the same application running in a Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [3] application server or as a rich desktop client using Microsoft COM+ [7] components.
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1 Introduction In the last two decades as hardware technology has evolved, the software that runs inside has evolved too. New possibilities have meant new software architectures and new products supporting these architectures. But migrating existing applications has been a difficult and a high resourceconsuming task. One of the reasons has been that application semantics has been in paper an even in source code. Now, is time to use new tools that allow us to express, store and process application specification for building them. Therefore in the future, when new products and new architectures appear, we will only need a migration tool to create new versions of our applications. Oliva Nova Model Execution products are a real example of these ideas: with Oliva Nova Modeling Software you can express your business database-based application by using a powerful objectoriented formal language with a Unified Modeling Language (UML)-like [13] graphical notation. The specification is stored in an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [14] file that is used by OlivaNova Transformation Engines to generate full applications in diverse plattforms. Up to now, with OlivaNova you can move from one n-tier platform to another (interesting, isn’t it?). In the future, when new architectures or new enhancements to current products will emerge, new transformation engines will allow you, whithout a great pain, to move to them.



2 Overview of Client/Server Software Architectures Well, at the beginning it was … the mainframe. Not really a client/server architecture, a central host with many terminals. It was difficult to build Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) or access multiple, disperse databases. With the advent of PC networks, file sharing architectures appear where the server provides files from the shared location to the desktop environment. With this architecture, Graphical User Interfaces become popular. However, this architecture can only satisfy a very limited number of siumltaneous users. To solve file sharing architecture limitations, the client/server architecture appeared, where instead of a file server we have a database server. The architecture provides a query-response paradigm instead of file transfer. Clients are heavy GUI applications placed in the user’s desktop environment. The processing management is splitted between these applications and the database management server environment. This architecture is a good solution when the number of clients is defined as a dozen to one hundred people interacting on a Local Area Network. Important problems with this approach are client distribution and the update to new versions. The evolution of client- server lead us to 3-tier and n-tier architectures. In the 3-tier architecture a middle tier was added between the client (Graphical User Interface), and the database server. This new tier can be implemented in several ways such as transaction processing monitors, message servers, or application servers. The result is an improved performance for groups with a large number of users (in the thousands) and an improved flexibility. With the enhancement of web technologies, a new kind of light client is used: the browser. As a result, new tiers are added like the web server, and engines to provide dynamic web content. Advantages of this architecture include an easy deployment and update of the clients.
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3 Plattforms for building n-tier applications N–tier architectures are the coolest ones and there are a lot of products for supporting the different layers. Let’s review a survey: As everybody knows, in the persistence tier, Relational databases and SQL were and, are still today, the kings. We can choose between many high quality and high performance products. ObjectOriented Databases [8] are trying to get on the market with little success up to now. Therefore, the constant piece that is always present in a business application is a relational database. In the middle tier we can choose between many technologies, many of them based on server component models. The best known are CORBA [2], COM+ [7] and EJB [3]. CORBA is the most complete and powerful model but with a high level of complexity that has lead it to be not as used as expected. COM+ is a Microsoft extension of its ActiveX model for server components, easy to develop and use. EJB is the SUN Java™ extension for server components, it is a model richer than COM+ but not as complex as CORBA. For the client part, GUI desktop clients have been the most used. These have been built in many different programming languages, but finally Rapid Application Development enviroments, like Microsoft Visual Basic, have been the most popular and successful tools. In the last few years, a new way has been taken: the web client. To support this posibility, several extensions to web servers have been created for adding dinamyc web content, the most popular are ASP [6], Cold Fusion [5], PHP [12] and JSP [4]. ASP is well suited to work with COM+ server components. JSP can work seamlessly with EJB (as both are part of the same platform Java 2 Enterprise Edition). Cold Fusion is a very flexible enviroment and can interoperate with a wide variety of server components like COM+ and EJB.



4 Building n-tier applications with Oliva Nova Products The OlivaNova Modeling Software captures application logic, rules, and user interface. This is done using an Object-Oriented formal language, but using a UML-like graphical notation in many parts of the model. The Modeler uses class diagrams, state diagrams, and intoduces new ways to capture functional and GUI requirements. All of this creates a set of models in standard XML for output to the OlivaNova Transformation Engines. The OlivaNova Transformation Engines take the XML models and act as model compilers to create all the artifacts needed in the different tiers: the database scripts, uncompiled server and client code, and dynamic web pages. We support the main Relational Databases, Microsoft Visual Basic, Microsoft COM+, Java and J2EE architectures, and Macromedia Cold Fusion.
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Figure 1 N-Tiers support by OlivaNova Model Execution Technology



4.1 The Persistence Tier The OlivaNova Server Transformation Engines generates all the Data Definition Language (DDL) scripts for creating the relational database that the modeled application needs. The created databases follow well-known object-relational mappings, and strong constraints captured in the model are imposed on them. Specific syntax and scripts for the main Relational Database Management Systems like Oracle, MS SQL Server and DB2, are supported.



4.2 The Middle Tier For Windows-based systems, OlivaNova Server Transformation Engines generate complete Visual Basic projects containing COM+ components. The components implement and expose an Application Program(ming) Interface (API) with all of the functionality that the clients need, as it was expressed in the model. These components can be called via DCOM or through Web Services calls. For systems with Java™ and J2EE support, OlivaNova Server Transformation Engines generate the Java source code, XML descriptors (standard and specific for the most popular application servers), and build scripts to obtain complete EJB modules. Those can be assembled in an enterprise application that can include one or several web clients. Components can be invoked through Java Remote Method Invocation calls or using a HTTP/XML based protocol. The functionality and API are equivalent for EJB and COM+ generated components, as both implement the same model specification. It is possible to interchange the middle tier without affecting the persistence or the client tier.
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4.3 The Client Tier OlivaNova Client Transformation Engines can generate rich interactive desktop clients. The artifacts produced are full Microsoft Visual Basic (VB) projects, which are compiled to obtain the clients. The code is highly based on ActiveX components that allow easy adaptation if needed. An important characteristic is that clients can operate indistinctly with both COM+ or EJB server generated components. For light web clients, OlivaNova Client Transformation Engines generate Cold Fusion and JSP pages. Here, the interaction is more limited than in the VB client due to Dynamic HTML limitations, but in general both clients allow the same functionality. As in VB, the Cold Fusion client can work indistinctly with COM+ or EJB server generated components. The JSP client was designed to be the natural client part of EJB components in a J2EE application, and uses Java RMI to interact with them. The generated artifacts include scripts to build the full J2EE application.



5 Conclusions It is time to think about Model Execution. Abstract model specification isolates your model from the technology, and automatic generation tools allow you to quickly reach different platform implementations. OlivaNova Model Execution products are a clear example, the OlivaNova Modeling Software enables to capture application semantics and OlivaNova Transformation Engines generate the implementation for the most used and/or fashioned technologies. For new technologies, new transformation engines will appear and they will ease migration or enhancement of existing applications. That’s life and work is in progress to support the .NET platform and PDA clients.
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